






Our story begins with Tom Cruise waking up
after a long night’s sleep.





Charlotte’s unique style is inspired by Marvel and Manga but it is truly
original

Jean Dubuffet



To some, this was the first time
they had taken to drawing but
having been given a basic
outline there were individual
works of  good quality and
individuality which gave a sense
of  value and worth to the
creators that was priceless.

Workshops that
took place at the
Dales Unit of  the
Halifax Royal were
often collaborative.





Five more images
that show the
power of  the
individual …

and also says that the
ability to draw  is NOT
the same as the ability to
create.



Connor’s passion is music and he
chose to create his own visual guide to
the music industry. His artwork is
unique and his text is an integral part
of  his design. Closer inspection finds
hidden imagery amongst the freestyle
patterns.
A computer screen,  speakers,
keyboard, headphones,  and someone
‘driving’ the desk are visible in the
image below left.
On the following 2 pages, Connor lets
fly with a more abstract take amongst
a homage to his guitars heroes and
reminding us of  those all important
‘props’ that every Rock star needs,
before ending with the ultimate dream
of performing his own ‘Revolutions Of
Rock’ set at Leeds Festival.









Harry’s characters inhabit a unique
universe where story is more
important than the drawings and yet...



Donald Trump made
an appearance in
Harry’s world (left)
although his
characters are
usually of  a less
fantastical nature.



Harry has created a whole
universe that puts the Marvel
and DC Universes to shame
with their powers still to be
fully realised. His characters
names alone want us to know
more about them.

Captain Man, Fiber, Saliva
Illuminati Confirmer, Shass
Sis Star, The Mono King and
The Stone are all waiting for
us in Harry’s universe.



Harry showed a different
style when we did a couple of
workshops where we used
photographic references.

On the next page Jack
gives us some tips on
how not to be bored.





It was Paul
Klee who
described
his art as
‘taking a line
for a walk’.
Duncan has
done that
with the
work above
and below.
Above right
is Duncan’s
take on the
Superhero.



On this page his work is
part of  a sketchbook
based on the inhabitants
of  a city of  Duncan’s
making.
Snippets of  who the
people are leave the
viewer asking more
questions and allow us
the opportunity to make
up our own stories about
them. Which can sadly
often be the reality of
living in the real world.



More from Connor
showing a different
style. Unique and
to me the beauty
of  it is that it is free
from any known
influences.

The big question to
artists is, ‘who
inspires you?’
If, however, you
don’t give yourself
the title then does
inspiration simply
come from within?
Is this art in its
purist form?



Charlotte creates reams of  artwork where her creations live
and over time she has gone from free flowing, stand alone
images to looking at page layouts and storytelling in a more
traditional comic book format but it’s hard to harness pure
energy.

We began with Charlotte’s
artwork and we will finish with
more of  her images.



This is Charlotte’s own
take on progressive
panels, a term coined
by Comics genius Will
Eisner.

Two more examples
of  Charlotte’s unique
take on Manga art.



Tokyo Twilight Lovers
once again combines
Charlotte’s influences.
Mythological creatures
are named on the board
behind the Minotaur boy.
Hidden in the mix of
monsters is a love story,
another recurring theme
in Charlotte’s work.










